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Thou sendest forth thy spirit, they are
created: and thou renewest the face of the
earth. (Psalm 104:30)
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Imagine a beetle that can move across the
surface of water without any body
movement. Some creatures have been given
such ability and skill that it should be clear
to even the most skeptical person that their
Maker and Teacher is greater than any human being.
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One such creature is the large-eyed rove beetle. Like many other insects, this
beetle can walk on water. The surface tension of the water is enough to support
the beetle on top of the water, given the special structure of his legs and feet.
Should you see the large-eyed rove beetle, you will notice that he moves across
the water, stops, turns, and starts up again without moving any part of his body.
How does this work?
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The large-eyed rove beetle has special glands that produce a chemical –
something like detergent – that changes the surface tension of the water. When
the surface tension of the water near his back feet is different from the surface
tension of the water near his front feet, the beetle is pulled forward.
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Such a unique method of movement requires sophisticated knowledge of both
hydrodynamics and chemistry. Since the beetle is obviously not that smart, it is
no wonder that evolutionists often speak of evolution as though it were
intelligent and able to create such wonders. However, it makes a lot more sense
to talk about a wise, personal Creator than it does to speak of the wisdom of a
mindless force like evolution.
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